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 1. Apologies 
 
Fergus Dougall apologies.  Diane Harvey attending in his place. 
Eden Denham apologies (non-working day). 
 

2. Introduction to Group and Remit 
 
HR Sub Group is a sub group of National Partnership Forum (NPF) which meets quarterly 
(Jim & Susan sit on NPF).  Updates from NPF come to HR Sub, and some actions. 
 
SCRA & UNISON work in partnership on matters outlined below within the HR Sub Group. 
 

 Employment Policies & Procedures 

 Organisational Change 

 Equality & Diversity 

 Job Evaluation, Job Descriptions & Job grading 

 Health & Safety – link to H&S committee 

 Working Methods & Practices - Reporter Capacity pilot example 

 Re-organisation of staff and relocation of offices 

 Training 

 Staff amenities 
 
The above is not an exhaustive.  Terms & Conditions of employment negotiations can 
feed from HR Sub into the JNCC, as appropriate, for negotiation. 
 
Members of HR Sub Group were 2 x HR and 2 x UNISON inc. Branch Secretary.  
However, appetite to widen and include line managers.  UNISON – Fergus & Adele will be 
the normal reps but can be substituted with anyone on the executive committee. 
 
HR Sub hasn’t had capacity to develop or review many policies this year – but focus on 
refreshing some of our policies in 2017/8 including Recruitment.  Not material changes but 
update / refresh. 
 
 

3. Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising 
 
Matters Arising – last meeting May 17.  Focused on IT Team restructuring in line with 
Digital Strategy and other corporate objectives.  Posts have been matching & employees 
appointed into the roles – all staff have a post (1 employee requires a substantive post but 
is in a temporary arrangement).  Broad outlines for each role have been designed but now 
require to be put into SE Job Description format and evaluated at the Job Evaluation 
Committee (JEC) scheduled for 1 November 2017. 

Attendance:   S Deery / M Sands / J McCafferty / E Taylor 
   D Harvey / A McCormick - UNISON 
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ACTION:  SD to circulate Job Descriptions (c. 12) ahead of 18 October HR Sub Group + 
Group members asked to read beforehand with a view to signing off on 18 October for 
onward submission to JEC. 
 
Matters Arising - Staff Event 2017.  Feedback - buzz from staff - recognition of coming 
back to a humanistic approach.  Discussion re next event at EMT last week – may take to 
NPF suggestion to move to every 2 years and every alternative year to have a more 
Practice focus.  Could funding be redirected to Locality Events re Practice event? 
 

4. Dealing with Social Media Guidance 
 
“Advice for staff – dealing with social media” – update for Connect. 
 

 SCRA committed to using social media to communicate with targeted audiences. 

 Increasing postings on social media which identify children or staff in Hearing System. 

 Aim of Guidance – to provide staff with advice on how to deal with such issues and to 

offer protection to staff.  E.g. what to do if families seeking to upload information about 

the hearing system or a child / young person onto social media. 

 Not much material change to Guidance (previous version on Connect 2015). 

 Diane & Eileen referred to a recent Information Governance guidance session in 

Glasgow Locality which staff found helpful. 

 ACTION:  Adele raised that page 3 para 5 of section ‘Recording Hearings and posting 

the information / recording online’ the reference to ‘autumn 2015’ should be removed.  

 
5. Maximising Attendance Policy Review 

 

 Susan referred to discussing Maximising Attendance at the Staff event – and SCRA 

absence rate double public sector – currently 6%.  Need to effect change – short term 

absence particularly – target 2% but consistently over.  Board particularly interested. 

 Aim is for better liaison with managers about short term absence. 

 HR suggested to managers that 3 absences totalling 10 days or less – keep an eye. 

 3 absences totalling 10 days or more – informal discussion.  

 5 absences totalling 15 days of more – sit down with employee to discuss – not about 

disciplinary action – rather about exploration of how to support improvement. 

 Triggers are really important to ensure consistency of approach. 

 ACTION:  Susan asked Group to review Maximising Attendance Framework / 

Guidance – do we need to review or change any elements? 

 Overall – view was that Maximising Attendance Strategy (1 pager) is a good strategy. 

 ACTION:  remove reference to ‘physiotherapy’ under Objective 3 of Strategy as no 

longer offered by OH.  Remove reference to ‘new’ under Objective 2 re providing 

learning & development support.  Add reference to personal responsibility to maximise 

health in order to be able to attend work where possible.  Include sentence re impact 

of employee relations issues to absence – and need to move to swift resolution. 

 Diane referred to a UNISON training course on absence management which she 

attended last week – and SCRA’s approach to maximising attendance was one of the 

most supportive rather than punitive.  Triggers important but balance with support. 

 Susan referred to the resilience within the Establishment being tighter year on year – 

and absence currently equates to 20 FTE each day.  If we can reduce that in some 

way the resilience of organisation will grow.   
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 Jim referred to effect longer term absences can have on burning out other staff.  

 UNISON – a lot of short term absences & a lot related to mental health and stress - 

many of which are related to issues out with work. 

 Diane interested to understand if any impact on short term absence in Glasgow 

comparing the old operating model and new.  ACTION – ET / DH / P Stevenson. 

 Health & Well-being Group doing a lot to promote healthy lifestyle – Healthy working 

lives magazine well received. 

 Eileen raised - could we do more to promote Access to Work?  Bureaucratic process. 

 HRBPs will be offering workshops to managers on maximising attendance, e.g. LSM 

Network 25 September. 

 After successful trial – UNISON offering 34 places for staff / managers on  Dementia 

Awareness training in January in Bell Street.  UNISON drafted a Dementia Policy 

previous – agreed would be translated into other policies rather than standalone. 

 Disability Leave Policy – UNISON raised awareness issues.  Could we raise 

awareness?  Could H&W magazine feature issues around Disability Leave and other 

supports?  Stress & eyesight articles already drafted for next edition. 

 Susan referred to helpful link on gov.uk to Equality Act 2010 Guidelines which include 

some good examples of when disability leave might apply.  ACTION: should we put 

this onto the Equalities page on Connect? 

 Should there be something to recognise when gaps due to vacancy management 

have put people under pressure – and our duty of care? 

 ACTION:  Group to feedback to Susan by Tuesday 17 October comments on 

Maximising Attendance Framework / Guidelines.  Take to the Board in December. 

 
6. Christmas Arrangements 

 

 Normally employees finish at 2.30pm day before Xmas with a flex credit of 1.5 hours 

i.e. up to end of core time at 4.00pm - dependant on operational pressures (if 

pressures don’t allow early departure – staff can take time another day). 

 Will this apply this year on Friday 22 December 2017? 

 ACTION:  Susan to clarify the above and consider s the above position a national 

agreement for 22 December 2017?  UNISON would hope the position will be 

communicated nationally if a national arrangements – to avoid confusion and aim for 

consistency of practice. 

 ACTION:  UNISON enquired about Christmas Team Lunches and any flexi credit for 

these.  DH referred to some teams providing 2 hour flex credit when attending team 

lunch – but some staff raised they didn’t wish, or weren’t able, to attend the lunch e.g. 

for financial reasons – and could they access flex credit?  SD referred to SCRA 

moving away from Christmas shopping flex credit which local authorities had a few 

years ago – don’t wish to go back to providing flex credit in such scenarios – may  

encourage people not to particulate in team activities / relationship building.  SD 

committed to giving the issue consideration. 

 
7. Update on Locality Engagement Sessions 

 

 SD provided an update on sessions – about half way through.  Format is to invite all 

staff and provide opportunity to share what is it like to deliver our services / how do 
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staff feel when they go home at night / what opportunities are there to develop / have 

we got the roles right….  Conversations tend to cover a lot of issues.  Aim is to collate 

themes and incorporate into workforce planning.  We want staff to be able to look at 

workforce plan and recognise some of it / relevance to them. 

 
8. Technology Refresh 

 

 ACTION:  Susan will share her paper on Programme 4 of Digital Strategy once 

finished with the Group.  Programme 4 looks at Technology refresh – desktops / 

laptops / blackberries / tables etc.  2 pilots taking place in Glasgow & Edinburgh.  

Scope includes testing more flexible working arrangements.  100% of reporters in pilot 

will have a laptop / Wi-Fi enabled.  Not chained to desk – e.g. enable input live data 

into CMS during the hearing to give capacity back to people.  Court in Glasgow has 

provided 50 licences to SCRA for access to Wi-Fi in Court – Edinburgh exploring 

licences with Court too.  Piloting tablets to access practice guidelines etc. at Court.  

Paper with technical team for costings – any financial outlay this year will mean that kit 

is available c. Nov 2017.  In 2017/18, 50% of refresh will be done nationally.  Feed 

pilot findings into roll out across 2nd half of SCRA.  Reporters / Assistant Reporters will 

get access to Outlook Diaries/CMS – live results. 

 HR Sub Group – exciting opportunity to give capacity back, and reduce risk of errors. 

 
9. AOB 

 Susan circulated Succession Planning paper, June 2017. 

 Audit / Board have expectations. 

 Board asked for 6 monthly updates on Succession Planning. 

 Audited on succession planning earlier in year – we were commended on where we 

are with succession planning in comparison to many public sector organisations. 

 Risk strategy – Appendix 1 of paper – sets out risk of not being able to recruit within 

12 weeks and impact if not filled within 12 weeks. 

 Hoping at next LRM Network in October to flesh out what succession plan for an LRM 

role may look like, and then explore with other key / core roles. 

 Jim referred to the work of recent ‘Women into Leadership’ research – and flagged 

that whilst supportive or equal opportunities, some male employees may take a view 

that the organisational focus is on women and question will this have a detrimental 

impact for them i.e. we need to be careful not to demotivate men.   

 Susan explained ‘Women into Leadership’ group is considering introducing men. 

 Susan referred to opportunities to shadowing, second & attend Networks. 

 Jim highlighted that an important group to focus on is the Reporters / Assistant 

Reporters as well as managers. 

 PDSL open to non managers – this was acknowledged as helpful. 

 Eileen flagged that we also need to consider that we have professional staff joining 

SCRA in their late 20’s - if they stay with SCRA for their entire career – they could 

have 40 years’ service ahead of them which is a long time to retain motivation and 

focus within a flat structure.  We need to think creatively around this. 

 Suggested group of HR Sub consider how we flesh out succession opportunities. 

 
 10. Next Meeting:-  Wednesday 18 October 2017 @ 10.00a.m. in Ochil House.   

 


